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evew D- D-evicus esearch

i - 4:_jm as an 4isu7ator 4s ~l~ iew,

--- - /r acuum ublsred i.n

- ~- as Staad'' ' 
4-crslased as :ecnnology

:a /, ac/aC r as an " Is U a tor. "ac-u nas

-C_ - -zes. ::wer swi -znes , ex~er4 -entalis uon :e-

a -2tzS :o 7'ention a 7ew. ir'oubies arise

-s. a:':-n :eca ,sC trne relative inab lity to crevent,

-~':~_ e:.*ieen 1o £c--r-Ces seoar-ated b:y vacuumshould

:u ,q.nen trnere is sufficient charge multiplication within the vacuum.

a~a:r-~esecznca'"/ ernissio :rocesses do not cause cumula-

~:~c:n - :ar~'- ar cles, sul~ici'ent charce multiplication

-~ - .r :e -ean f'-ee oath length of the :-harge carriers is

~ ~-e_ :an tne 5eoarat"Ion distance between the tw.,o electrodes.

- 3e sec ---s :r-;,c4'.oe to - rulatre his law relating breakdown

- :e :e:;een :ara",.e electrodes in a background gas to the product

-~: as's :ressure and -"e gap separation. n irgn hc sthe

:--a-, -es : ,a :as n a vacuum, Paschen's Law reveals minimum gap break-

--A -,a~e 3-c,, lc:jr at od-xiO iorr-crn., where o is the pressure,

- -e :all S.acinc. -he shaoe of the Paschen curve indicates that,

a" .eso :re le't of the Paschen winirnum,loncer gaps
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will breakdown at lower voltages than shorter gaos. 'his is trie 4n

general. Breakdown has been observed, however, even when tnis :rncuct

is lower by several orders of -agnitude. -his suggests m.at some -eca-

nisms exist, within the inter-electrode soace, that- :reate charge

multiplication. These mechanisms are not presently fully ,nderstocd,

but much research has been done to attempt to characterize, i4 not

identify, these mechanisms.

,here are two prominent ohenomena which arise wMen e.,e io!:age

across two electrodes in vacuum is progressively increased. !or sl.al'er

gaos 1,<(1l,,), a relatively steady current begins to low. 7;is :zrrent

has been found to be predominately due to electrons--. or 'arge-

gaps (>3mm) small, self-,quenching current pulses of charge > -.ou'omos,
r1o]

lasting from about 50 us to several milliseconds- ,oc:ur. These cur-

3 rent pulses, called microdischarges, are found to be primarily due to

ions'll. Existing, high-voltage, vacuum breakdown thecries attemot

to relate these and other pre-breakdown phenomena to breakdown.

1.2 Factors -'hich Affect Vacuum 3reakdown

Experimental investigators have revealed that there ire sever37

factors that affect the insulation strength of vacuum.

1.2.1 Conditioning
I."

It was first shown by Millikan and Sawyer"-, ind nas been :on-

firmed by many others [3 ' '5] that as a gap is sparked, 4ts zreakown

voltage increases until it reaches a "plateau". This effect is known

as conditioning. In some cases it has been observed that :onditioninq

is not permanent, and if the voltage is removed 'or a time or tme e~ec-

trodes exoosed to higher pressures, then the next breakdown va'je .i"U
C
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s :-ue :o '4el> em1isson 'or ;acs 'ess :rnan i ;ew -07'4'ieters.

!tatt on ,: :z-nven:4 na' %'. ana' '/sis 4 s :rne aoy Z

;eari~a :re vo, ,nc:'-n -r e - e7i nanceren! 3:ct-,r. >iccn-

:n anges, - r '- grain zounaar-les and nolie edges, 3a not snaro ro-

-r~sons, are emitting sies 6,62I -ne exoerimental r-esults fr-om tne

1:ta' :3se C: Sc't t~ 2m 5Crss,-r :urves. q~n:cn orei4-: 7ower ore-

:r-ac~cwn emss~on :nian 4s act,.a7'/ 'easurec :.or low :aemoeratures

-iTese :4 t'* es :ou. : ',e eso' ied '~the ioorv' funfctj"fl of

~-e:~gs":e v~as 7-easurec 41ncecencent / and %N ina'-/sis isec t1%

:e~-~etre 'e:. ennarcement:.

* -otner aoparent orble associated with -i na~ysis is that the

;r-ent act.a'y :omes -;-= 'nany ilerent em'rters, (-10 ki:er :n

b ~ : u: tne %-N olot -.etermiies only -.'e average character' stics of

~e e'::r s~~rae. nce each enitter srould nave a iillerent emitt-

q irea arc enmancei'ent 4ictor, a snoie U1near Z-1 olot oould seem to

e. /ery ::equantitatively about an individual emitting site.

7i---- ias snown, ncwever, triat zor a r-andomi selection of emitters,

a s,:rint 7ine %N~ olot 4s quite conceivable. e nas also snown that

:ne effective ennancement factor mneasured fromi such a oiot is close to

:. a: -' :e sra roes-, -ro trJs on oini 7e tne ir4tti na a rea on, v cridel Iao-

3:r--.x47a:es :riat o-; :ne same orotr-js'on.

Thre 4s encugn experimenta' evidence to snow th-at oreoreakdown

.,"e'ts are ia'n1Y iue !o '-;e~i ermiss-on, tut t~e roe of th4s :-jr-ent

/cg acium orea~tOWn 4S -Ot iet *,&e 4e,04,ea. ia'-'ous tnecret-ca'

-oce~s nave oeen -rozosec oIrecit~ng e4-ne- catno~e :r inooe 'r,'t'atec

:reaKdown. -'''- Te tyce of .neoretica' -iodel Jeoends on t~e nat: re



.re :r'-cuct, n o -eta' iacor 4n :re te ;z-eq ,r sr' s~ :as

.:::atnoce :ncucet 3t-edK CWr --'Tc t es- s

-:ne :ase 4: :-atnoce 4ncuce, :rea.<cown, te neta' iarcr s

:e !-ve toe :ue to excesshie ieatlnq and zonsec .ent '-.ca.'~zcV

-:_ym a :a:'ncde Irstrujs-ln as a -esult o-y lea: g -y *..s own en,'-tem

:...~en:~IO~~ ,~'5-,:: ,e :amv~ertjr- - -re s'4:: -s

::"t.o. c.y tree ener'y excnange oherornena:

res'sti,ie -ieat'ng tre :rotrus intdLe to :jr-en: ':

-,o:ignam eiec:ror-t:.nneYl~n, iea-ing or :'C-

Ain-:n arises out .- :ne J4,4erence -n average ener-,/

an e&ec:ron outside :rme -ietal : -rrn that of an electron

.4tnin the conduction band ;and

2' coo'4na if the 3rotrUs'on tY :rner",a' ::ncuc:4on ina -ac'a-

-, on.

adlat4icn cooling is aoout three .,rters of -,agnit .ae sra,-r 'than

:znduction coo, ng and nay te neglected.- -

7ie temperature ef-Fects associated .ith '"e1a em~ission t~lrcuqn a

t-,ncated cone orotr'Jsion,Mith tlio radus r and :one ,al- ang'e ~

art -. ruan a :yl~narica', :rotr-.sion olf ,egh i with a heimis-

)merica: :ao o4 -3c'js N .i7 ze 14scussea. Testeacy state so".r.'zn

:- tre oas~c neat :Oflduction ecuat~on o,,r a tr,.;catea :one 4s -~

.qne-e

4 s t-e :rotr';scn t': terrcera.. re



-- ~e -2c . tie-ma~ -es s.: r>, tr'e Dr-,tr'jS ':

- as :',e same -ean'inc isi ec a: :r

3 eC:!a:-:r -".'e samne ;-, a vo' -erc!- -t-ou.:i'

-- ~e':~ - -'e ,st :~ -.3 es ic: ;::ur':t e~s s. 'e

,e-- ar: -e sec-_r -2-- the Itlottinaham e 7-ect. Nealectina the effect

I --a:erz~~ - , s Io:a'ec exzrecSsr.S -.r :-e :jr-'-r' Iens-:/ eces-

-raSc r - -

Jn a zrti 4 -

,r :c-.i ec,a:-oms. - 3 nC 4s 'S e 44e enancemient acoor.

c'~a*s ia .- ars- c..e CsSt/ ar3oni temoera-

i~a t-e otn~mefcec ro :nne4 ara'.s's. her exoressions -:r

, ecessarv :- v-reri: -ens-ti oere smalier triar ^hatterton S :)v a constant

;ac'::r ;:r Iol:n :r,,ytr-.s'3n gecmetres.

*.Snoce :..mucec reaK:cwn -v--ct:es~s

--e :-ne-na" :r'ocesses t'na: ::ntro 3ncCe '. cuce- waC.urn :reaK-cwn

:d :rCjtr~ " c Ire e ect:r, e and * 's.~c't "e e'-mt

.qrses 'e ;a:. 'e ,ear -ao>.s a'- -e ir-o e, .3 7"en as:--



e 9 s as e'e al e r bocth a 7r,.nc=-ed s-ne and cylindrical

:a-:icae rotnjs-;cn. 7,e electr-on tearrn .-oull-d thus have a po-wer density

,,vien :)y:

a

2_mb'n~ina (1.I2i) and ( 1 .12), a-n assumlina a semi -in-Finit-e olane model

:r :ne eiectrode ,with Th e assumption That the back surf'ace of The anode

-erains at the ambient tempoerature, Charbonnier, et al, 1 have derived

:re -lax 4mum ".ower dens i ty frcm the -aximum. Peni s s i be teamoerature ri se

a: Th-e anode. Their calculations consider anode tempcerature rise cor-

-esponcinc to currents of different durations by de-Fining two characte-

r-istic times, ~ and t. given by:

(rib (1.13)

,4here ;, is -!.he effective electron penetration deoth in the anode

*material, R a is given by equation (7.11), and b is defined by:

b= 2K/ c : l.5

sqnere < is Th, e .ne-ral-conduc-.ivity, : Is the speci-Fic heat, and c is

:Tne anode -,aterial tensity.

AccordinglY, for Pulses of J if'erent durations, the anode



temperature rise, AT, is given by:

. a ;a

-a= ' -/(7KCz) tl< t <-j , and .

AT P/K, t > ti.

Furthermore, defining WUc as the critical oower density corresoonding

to the temperature at which theral instabili:y, i.e., -nel:ing, :c:'-rs,

the value of electric field enhancement at the cathoce, ., wnic

distinguishes cathode and anode induced breakdowns is given as:

= (r J Ec/ 4Wc) , '.

where Jc and Ec are the critical current density and field, rescectively,

above which cathode protrusion evaporation begins. Cathode induced

U vacuum breakdown is more probable for -3>%, while anode induced break-

down is more probable for 3<3Q0 Similar conclusions have been reached
r n52]  . 67]

by 'Chatterton and Utsumi.

Thus, the hypothesis of field emission induced vacuum breakdown

is well founded for at least small gaps. This hypothesis is based on

the attainment of a critical temperature at one of the electrode surfaces.

rl73"
While this appears to be a necessary condition for breakdownE 7 3  it has

been shown not to be a sufficient condition for breakdown. 74
]

An alternate mechanism proposed by Boyle, et al , suggests t.a:

the collective space charge of ions produced by emission currents leads

to an avalanche of charge multiolication and hence, vacuum breakdown.

The sequence of events that occurs after the onset of field

emission needs further experimental investigation. ,he final,rajorI

IC " - - ' '" *' ' F • T , , -,,- ,. .. .. , . .
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.'0..me i71eo:e ,r'or to :reaKtoown.- -- "ey also cal:jiated the

:-zi 'ons eac, -: tne etacrmen: o :re iicrooarticle .-om tne inoce,

:er,'iec ":e n4rooa..ice' s -ransi tynamics an- the temoerature it at-

-.as Jurng :ransi:, an ;otained expressions for the Pre-oreakoown

bapor .ensity 1istribution. " .

. discreoancies of the Theories of !icroparticle :nitiated

3reak ,own

'44crooar-.ic'e 4nitia:ea breakdown is the only .echanism that has

_een orocosed to explain vacuum breakdown of long , high voltage, qaps

3 I (>lOmm). However, various aspects of the many possible theories need clarifi-

cation.

-he 'co' hyoothesis out 'oraard by Cranbero: was based on the

iata of sever-al investigators over a large range of voltages and gaps. The

:omoarison of such varied data to form a single model could lead to wrong

:onclusions. .urtherniore, his model has very little theoretical backing.

Slivkov's breakdown model may also be questioned. He assumes that

all of the kinetic energy of the micropartic,. goes into neating the

i:roparticle, and thus there is no target electrode heating. Also,sub-

stitution of numerical values of the quantities in his expressions for

oarticle radius, eauations (1.25) and (1.26), yield radius values in the

2 range. 0  The values obtained for Rm x and R are not only

very smaii, t-ey also iearly overlao. Thus Slivkov's model suggests

breakdown is oossible -cor a very limited range of very small .article

sizes. 1.sing Slivkov's model one couid conclude that only ten iron

atoms {R-.12xl10"m ' would be suficient to cause breakdown.

The existence of the trigger Jischarge nechanisms of ^lendzkaya,

*Aartynov ,et al, are welt documented -or arti'icial Mrcrooarticles, but

4ZI
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inere s -.:7e :rotrusion '-ei ;nt, r the sphere radius, and

.45r (1.32)

--ese -ouae suggest Par-ticla velocities an order of magnitude higher

-an : cse predicted by the sphere plane model.

Greater particle velocities ,necessary for impact damage, may also be

icnieved by particle bouncing and charge exchange between the electrodes.

This phenomenon has been demonstrated using artificial microparticles. [97'1361

Bouncing or charge reversal has been found to occur in less than 10% of

impact events [1361 and the velocities thus achieved are limited by electrode

oxide layer thickness. [98] Therefore, charge reversal is thought to occur
(98]

ty an electron tunnelling mechanism rather than by direct ohmic conduction.

Hurley and Parnell [99] have considered the case of a microparticle

which is itself field emitting. Microparticle velocities may be increased

or decreased by self-field emission. The proposed theories for achieving

impact damage velocities for small microparticles, and the possible situa-

tions under which large particles might be accelerated to these velocities

nave been considered. The mechanisms of crater formation may now be con-

sidered, where crater formation enhances field emitted currents which can

lead to breakdown. This phenomenon is very complex. 100] Crater dimensions

increase with particle velocity. The exact increase is dependent upon the

we ocity of sound, vs , in the target material. Microparticle density and

geometry also influence crater size. Typical craters [100] are hemispherical

in shape surrounded by a "lip" which gives the appearance of having been

oashed out of the crater. Most of the ejected material is target material.

Sccn crater "lips" could act as emitting sites, and additionally, impact

0
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could generate some metal vapor in the neighborhood of the crater. Local

pressure build-up in the vicinity of these emitting sites could lead to

trigger discharges. [90 ]

Investigations concerning the phenomena of intermediate-velocity

(lOOm/s<v<v s ) impact by micron-sized particles (<3tm typical) on metallic

3targets have revealed that impact is followed by the production of a

plasma.[90'1l3l The plasma has been found to consist primarily of micro-

particle material. Expressions for the total plasma charqe have been

formulated, but a correlation between this plasma qeneration and vacuum

breakdown was not attempted.

'Electrode impact of ultrahich velocity(v>v ) particles(<.Olum typical)
:auses more or less the same type of crater damage as seen for inter-

i ediate and high velocity particle impacts, 9091021 Evaporation of such

particles can lead to the creation of only an insignificant amount of

metal vapor from the particle' and from the electrode. I12 Thus,

jl:rahigh velocity particle impact produces an insignificant amount of

vapor to contribute to vacuum breakdown . Their presence should,the-efore, not

affect the insulation strength of a vacuum gap.'L
90

The above discussion suggests the presence of microparticles 34

radii greater than about ,Olum can be detrimental to the insulation

strength of a dc iacuum gao. While large oarti::es '>im seem "o 4n-

mouce breakdown by way of a trigger discharge, smaller oartf:.es

may initiate breakdown because of effects associated Nith imoact. -e

I
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ex:e-ence Zu sed 'o'.aojes Iur4nq :oeration. evices th~at ooerate inder

t sea /ol-ages n. /ac,.ur. 4mclade <'Ystrons and d'odes ised 4in n41h-

erry zart -.e 'Za accelerators.

.urge arrestors, ivhIcn are ised oy the power 'fdustry to orevent

;Iten'ng lamage, are tyoical examoles, ol 44eyces that niay experience

:usei ioltages Jur'ng ooeration.

.9.2 Weation 3etMeen Gao Length and 3reakdown Vlotage

A~ vacuum gap, in general, can withst~and significantly higher field

strengths inder o~ulsed voltages than either continuous or alternating

/Mitages. The notable exceotion occ:urs in t-ne oressure range of

2 3 '.ennolrm- "est deter ,ined this -act by stucying tne-

3er-Oorrance o4 small gaos '. - I Tr) under oulsed, continuous, and

il:er'nat~ng ioltages in a vacuuml of 2 067orr. He found the breakdown

icltage ootained using a l2.Is rise, 5CLS decay oulse was aooroximately

11ouble tne -.c vallje.
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See . _jsinc ' onoer uaps . lelonstrited i lout)IIf 4n f )perat''1a

s;ress :eten Jc 3nd smorter Du' ses navino iuritions onr' ne order if

'S -8 - 4e Ier'vea in einpircal, rlationship 'or this nulse Jura-

I:-on, -eatnq tme breakdown voltage, 1. to *,he aao lenoth, l, iiven

ty.

bV z C 1i volts, (1.34)

*mere C=6x10 6. i.B, and d is in meters. I)ther investigators have found

I simil~ar resul*s 'or various qap lenqhts, and pulse durations. Usino a
r 109*1

pulse of risetime .3-,;s, Parkins6 - found a to be .5A and .5, respec-

tively, for copper and tungsten electrode gaps, with d in the range of

*to 2 mmn. Leader 1B) found a to be .73 for 20 mmt diameter sphere

electrodes and d between .04 and .3 mmn for a l.5xl~us pulse (risetime of

l.5us,-and decay time of 70tis). Rozanova and Granovskii f10) studied

3 breakdown in a vacuum gap formed by a 10 mm diameter anode disk and a

10 mm hemisphere under the influence of a pulse with decay time of

.125us. They found that a depends upon electrode mat-urial, for d in the

range. .2-1 mm. Using a l.5x40iis impulse, Slivkov C883 found a to range

between .36 and .92 for various conbinations of planar and spherical

steel electrodes with d between 1 and 10 mm. NandagopalE1 measured

breakdown voltage of a point-plane gap for d between 1 and 12 mm and

found aL - .5 for a 1.5x50Ois pulsed excitation. Note that most of the
for sort aps, 693

above results are similar to dc results frsotgp, indicative

Uof field emission breakdown initiation, and longer gaps, [76 ,88] charac-

g teristic of discharge initiation by microparticles.

1.9.3 Parameters of Pulsed Vacuum Breakdown

Several investigators, most of them Russian, have attempted to

?aM
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.14C-4m? Zao. 'ie xZ32nsour:e iac a 7'r'um -7set-ne 2' .2-.s.

3 -'e' -. -esu :''-S :a3

.ne :ao ;rcwn .e, a/ :eoercs n -2, croae iiater" i. ana

*,c~-eases vltr ,ateria, -,iecian4:a' strenatn.

2 :"e ielay :!me to Dreakdown decends on :.he anode materia:,

2 the temporal 'orn o ,'he oredischarcge ioltage Jepends on

:-e :a-roce iater'a.

<a'atsK4', <assvrov, 5mi-ov, and --iolov nave conducted oulsed

:reaAdwn exoerlments js-'g nanosecond risetime excitations. "ey

-o.,eC -nat oreakdown ioltage decreases Zs . increases. Thus, 'or a

-',en ;ap, the snor-.er :he oulse length .he larger the sel -breakdown

io":age.

'.1"" _onq Puise ,>nsl /oltaae Vacuum 3reakdown Hypothesis

i. :., ntroduction

: r-ll iade one of the first attempts to explain the initiation

3- )u'sed /oltage treakdown. " ll7 ie assumed microparticies to

oe t.he initlating factor for long-gap pulsed breakdown and derived a

oreaKdown criterion based on voltage rise type. According to Farrall,

applying a pulse of constant rise rate should result in a gap breakdown

voltage wnich depends upon the 5/6 oower of gap spacing d. Voreover,

3reakcown ioltage should be related to the 5/2 power of I 'or gap im-

ouse /ol:ages .4itn constant risetime. This hy.othesis has li.:ie ex-

oerimental support. -he experimental results of .4ijker and even

the results of :ennolm, ,nich -mere ,ised in formulating this hypothesis,

So lot agree qitn :ar-all's conclusions.

Exoerirental -esults seem to support breakdown mechanisms which

are gap length and oulse length dependent, and not voltage rise de-



:enzent. ':ts :' eAKwn :,e'i -'es er-sis ;ao s3:ac-ng- -

inc - - :s :e3Kcwn -ec'-Wnsm :ane !7 :-.:--

-::r /e'- snr'r 3aos <'--r -es s D'- nge -:os -r 7?' C-

;es: a 7ecranism :--,an*e i:: .7I

Suggested vacuum gao breaK~own mecnan-sms 'or iong '>msec.

:ulsea excitations " 1' ion exchange; 2' cathcde oroecion

eaoor4:-ation oy "e'l emission . anoce-

*:nand ;n ' iicrcoart~cle tiscirarge ini'on.

.1.. :on Excnance yoothesis

Smnitn and "Mason 1 ave examined tre i"oulse breadcwn I' a 2

:- ;ao :etv.een Iarge stainless steel electrodes !=20C0 :-n?,at'a

essure o4 2x'iC'Torr. The apolied waveforn nad a -,s risetiie and a

44scnarge time constant of 5ms. 3reakdown occurred at 290 kV. The

!nvestigators noted three types of breakdown:

1,/a snarp, complete breakdown with voltage collapse taking

less than !us and with a time lag averaging about 2a -s.

A few time lags were less than 4 ,sj

(2) an incomolete breakdown characterized by a smooth drop

of about 100 k'I over a period of 10 .s. The voltage

fall slooe corresponded to an initial discharge cur-ent of

20 amperes followed by a flow of 3 amperes near the end

of the voltage collaose. This was accompanied by a

pressure increase to about l.5xl0"3Torr;

(3' a combination of (1) and (2), beginning as (2) and chang-

ing to (I).

The breakdown discribec in (1) is seen as a bright localized

spark, wnereas that in (2) is a diffuse, glow-like discharge. In later



:aoers,- :,e i'ives:':ators s:ate : e :reaKcown 7ecnanism 4s

"n exc-ance -'- :,e same ,reaKcwn :" :'e-'n as -s ".ne ic :ase.

'. -noce and .a:ode aaccr':a"': and .'icroar'ce

n i.at-on -ypot-neses

;onrbacn-7 22' ias studied the ipulse breakdown zetween ti.anium

e'ec:rCces ol area 10 :- at a 0ressure o' 7 or-. " ACC kV oulse,

lav'ng a r4setime o4 'CC is and a lecay :ime :onstant of '32 -,s,Mas

, soeri-cosec .n a 3C0 'V <Ic /oi-age to suoply a total possible oulse

'nagnituce of 70C V. Some 3',.00 measurements,involliing 3COO iis-

:7arges :etween t e eiectrodes, ,ere taKen. The 'easurements were

na-yzed by comouter to qive breakdown orobaoility and time lag at di-

Ferent gao lengths and total apolied voltage.

At gao lengths less than 9 mm,plots of breakdown voltage versus

gao s~acing followed Fowler-,ordheim olots. At gap lengths between 9

and 10 7'm, there was a transition region, after which (for longer gaps)

the oreakdown field fell significantly.

Analysis of the time lag distributions of Rohrbach's data sug-

gest the existence of three breakdown initiation mechanisms:

(1) very short time lags (.1 - 1.0 us), independent of

voltage and gap length, are characteristic of cathode

nicr projection ,aoorization. The calculated heights

of these projections are between .4 and 1.2 .m;

(2) very long time lags (miliseconds), linearly dependent

ujpon gao spacing are characteristic of the vaporization

of anode microorojections of heights between .2 and 2.0 .m;

(3) intermediate time lags (1 - 100 .s) are characteristic of

discharge initiation by microparticles.
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onracr .e4ned tne transition gao region as: the gap region where

:'e :nree -iecnanisms are -ost l<ely to occur simultaneously at a

:>-age cose to the -c breakdown ioltage.

. Short ?juise "< -s, /oltage Vacuum 3reakdown Hypotheses

1.11.1 introduction

Suggested vacuum gap breakdown echanisms 'or short (<us) pulsed

exc4.n:a ons 4ncljce: 1i) electron inauced anode ions, for long gaos,

ind ,2' cathode emitted electrons and subsequent explosion of the

emitting site for short gaps.

1.11.2 4node Ion Hypothesis for Long Gaps

'.1ilton-113] used a low impedence, 50 nanosecono oulse generator to

investigate the time correlation between Prebre~kdown current and voltage

4n a 1.27 c-n vacuum gap. The excitation duration was controlled so that

it was similar to transit times for ions in the gao. It was shown that

-ive seoarate stages exist prior to and including the initial part of the

,reakdown. The time stages are:

(1, a quiet initial stage where the voltage rises but no

predischarge current exists;

(2) a period of time in which a series of microdischarges

are present. The microdischarges are not reproducible

and apparently do not play a vital or necessary role

in breakdown;

(3) a period of time during which the current is not soace charge

controlled and is exoonentially related to the voltage, as

oredicted by cathode field emission theory ;

(4) a stage during which the current-voltage relationshio is

space charge controlled, as predicted by both the field
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I emission equations and the Child-Lingmuir relationship ; and

() a final stage where rhe curr..t becomes sustaining at a

hich level even though the voltage has drooped by an order

5 of magnitude. This stage appears to be time dependent.

The elapsed time to this stage is dependent upon the rise-

time of the applied voltage and the gap spacing.

5 MAilton theorized, based jpon .is results, that electron induced

anode ions caused electrical breakdown as a consequence of receneration

ef'ects near the cathode after anode ion arrival. His results show that

:reaser than i0' of the ,etal atoms vaporized from the anode are ionized

in the intergap region. ,e also states that the time to sustaining cur-

rent Ioreakdown) can be oredicted if the mass to charge ratio of the

accelerating ions are made. Milton didnot, however, make this measure-

I ~ent.

t .ii.3 Cathode Exolosive Emission Hypothesis

VIacuum gap breakdownas a result of short (<,s) imouises,is

associated with the explosion of microscopic projections on the cathode

surface and the progress of the resultant plasma flare across the gap.

esyats [l1204 has shown this process occurring,together with a correspond-

ing current growth associated with electron emission from the plasma

flare. The tern "explosive emission" has been coined for this current

-Irom the flare, and at least one study ias attemoted- to characterize

these emissions: 12d

The speed with which the vacuum gap breaks down,wnen suoject to

oulsed overvoltages 'and also in many dc voltage cases),is etermined by

the velocity of the cathode flare as it moves toward the anode. This

speed has been measured Oor several cathode materials to De in the range

C
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: -ir easurements of tirne delay to breakdown as a function of cathode

em-ss~n oOt . electronic And mnicrooarticle) characteristics are re-

:~ -e~ Acitinaiyexisting initiation models need to be extended

:z :ver lot oni"/ t?-e ini-.iation processes but also the later stages of

:rea.<own, incliding the establishment of the vacuum arc.

I1 7aetection of Microcarticles

:.: ntroduction

-he discussions of dc and impulse vacuum breakdown suggest that

-4:rocarticle activity may be a plausible cause or at least contribute

::c and oulsed ioltace vacuum breakdown. Artificial microparticles

~ave Zeen s:ucied to detarnine their effects upon vacuum breakdown ,as

:z-ncerns :rigger discharges and impact damage. Naturally occurring

-i4:rzocartj;cles have been observed, and in a few cases characterized with

~-es;)ect to -harae, size, and velocity, using optical and electrostatic

:n.arge i!nduction miethods. The optical methbds. used to observe naturally

zc::urri~ig -nicroparticle5,include scanning electron microscopy and two

:Y:eso-F laser scattering techniques.

1.14.2 Scanning Electron Mcocp

Hiurley and Parnell[l 2S] were able to confirm microparticle trans-

4er ty interposing a plastic film between planar electrodes in the pre-

,Irea.<down onase. The Film on examination showed the presence of trapped

:articles 3-4.Gum in diameter.

Menon used a shielded collector placed under a partially trans-

:arent cathode to collect prebreakdown microparticles. The electrodes

-1 'Ano 7r-m ;ao were of different materials to determine which electrode

's avr~efroroducing -microparticles. The coliectl.or,which was also

0EAM



a different material, had a lapped alumina finish of .5um. The ap-

olied dc voltage was raised until at least one microdischarge was

observed (38-80 kV) then brought down to Zero. The collector was then

removed and examined under the SEM and a microorobe analyzer. Exami-

nation of the collector revealed that microparticies of diameter <3m

were produced at voltages as low as 30% of the gap breakdown voltage

=130 V). The majority, although not alI, of the particles were 3f

the anode material.

Theophilus, Srivastava, and van Heeswijk [129] observed micro-

:articles produced in a Imm gap which consisted of two planar electrodes

(.one perforated) separated by an insulator. The collector surface used

Cwas vacuum-deposited aluminum on optical glass. Dc voltages, at levels

below breakdown, of both polarities were applied to the gap. Subsequent

SEI analysis of the collector revealed the presence of small (l-3um

diameter) electrode microparticles and insulating particles.

l.14.3 Laser Scattering Technioues

f961 uz130'RohrbachC and Piu developed a laser scattering technique

which allowed particles of diameter greater than 3-.im to be detected,

while in flight between the electrodes in a planar gap (6-221nw length

after application of a 600 kV impulse voltage. The light from a non-

Q-switched ruby laser (m sec pulse length) was passed through the inter-

electrode a,'ea after the application of the impulse. Any particle in

transit between the electrodes would scatter light. The difference

between this scattered light and the non-scattered light was measured

to search for a microoarticle response, which would appear as a

spike. Several events which could possibly be identified as micro-

particles were observed, but the frequency of observation was low and
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disk under which the detecting cylinder was mounted. A microparticle

remcved from the anode would approach and pass through the cathode, and

then through the detecting cylinder. The detecting cylinder was connected

to the input of a low noise (30mV), wide band (7MHz) amplifier, whose

output was taken out of the vacuum system. The charge detecting sensi-

tivity of the detecting system was 6 x 10 14C, which corresponds to a

microparticle of about 8nm diameter, resting on an electrode surface

where the field is 200 kV/cm. Repeated attempts using voltages up to

170 kV and different anode materials showed that no microparticles in

the detectable range were generated prior to breakdown.

Texier- " next used electrostatic induction in an attempt to

ietect and characterize dc microoarticles. His working pressure was

i32 7orr, and his gap distance was 5mm. His cathode was a grid made of

stainless steel parallel wires 3.15rm in diameter and 1.5mm apart. His

tetection system consisted of two operational amplifier stages, the

::st a voltage foilower (non-inverting with a gain of 1), and the

second a non-inverting stage with a gain of ]0. Texier states his charge

sensit ivity as < 5 C. .t must be noted that the accuracy of this

iumber is doubtful , since the input capacitance of his first staqe

Y::ne .as ' . The .iinimum total system noise :or 3 noise to

S;a! tio of one Mut' iac to nave been .>1V nicn is lower :nan

"or any oresently ava"fate :ommercial operational amoli"er. -exier,

n :ontrs: o enon, rsduced numerous re-reaKown mlcrooart:¢zes :r

,;*;ages co =o :n!/ 5, <.Y. -he size of detected microoartic'es -inqea

-_.om ess inan Km to iore tan ' _m only a lew :ases /el:c ties



ranged from a few rn/s to 200 in/s. When different electrode materials

were ised, exam~ination of a collector mounted under the detecting

cylinder revealed both anode and cathode -ricropar,:icles, the f1 orer

always smaller than the latter.

Further research by 'exier and 3oulloud 13]showed that the out-

gassing of electrodes at hig'h temoeratures,which is necessary to achieve

high -/acuum,reduces the number of ricroclarticles emitted from an elec-

trode. This reduction was by about a factor of 10. when comoared to the

non-outgassed electrodes. This effect could have affected the results

of Aenon or Smalley.

3riffith, Kivlin, and Eastman have found microclarticles in

submodules of accelerator tubes using an electrostatic induction system

similar to 7exier's. System charge sensitivity was 5 x 1C_ M.~icro-

particles of both polarities have been observed. Microparticle charges

ranged from <5 x 10-i C to 10-1 C but less than 30 of the total of 3^51

-14,,,articles of both polarities had charges less than 10 0. Particle

velocities range from 10 to 20Cm/s but 90'; were in the 20-I00 -n/s

range. Particles were produced only after a tube voltage increase, and

most were produced between 300 kV and 500 0' (1.5 x 10~ 'I/cm and

3 x 10~ 3V/ cm) . One note of caution concerning the results of Griffith,

Eastman, and (ivlin is that -their electrode surfaces were preclared by

I abrasion %.iivh lC00..i diameter alumina. 'ost,or some,of the observed

-microclarticles could , therefore, be alumina particles. X-ray microprobe

analysis reviealed mnany of them on the electrode surlaces.

.75 Comparison of :etection 7echnicues

'laturaily occurrina -nicrooarticles nave been observed orior to

breakdown js,.ng ootical , laser, and charge induction rnethods. Each

houbni



mlethod *ias advantages and disadvantages.

-he scanning electron :imcrcscooe can 'e sed to directly Je-

:e~,ne ~e ctua snce nd si:ze m-~icrooar,:ic~es, and identif"

:naracterize impact damage. SE." analysis, -cwe',er, tells nothing of

tne temporal producti4on of licrocarticles, and quantitative energy

7easuresients are imDossible.

Laser detection schemes are advantaceous 4n that :e r ul

sensitivei tney can be ised to sample all the -nicrooarticles oroduced

4n -.he inter-electrode region, and the measurement tecnni.cue does not

af--ect ;ac activity and is exterior to th e vacuium. Furthericrei electric

:e alculIa:-;ons are easier and more exact, and "here 4s no -e,,endence

-,n :ne c-ontinuous ooeration of electronic devices which -nay easily fail

41 :tne :resence of a 'lich 'oltace discharge. Laser alionrent however,

4s tricky and usually temoorary, and for oulsed excitations timing is

'ery critical. Charge cannot be directly -measured and thus size cal-

:c;Iatlons decend upon the intensity of the light scattered by the imicro-

:article. The intensity of the scattered light is proportional to

:article radius as r M by the Aie-Lorenz theory of light scattering Vn e re

m:an range tetween 5 and 2 For small and large particles, respectively.

Electrostatic charge induction schemes are easily calibrated.

~efetectlve 1flout caoac4.tance can te measured ising capacitive loltaige

.;v/sion, and the system noise is directly -neasureabie. Thus -narce

sensitivi4ty is easily -sound. 'loth charge and velocity are mieasured so

size :an Ze easily caiculatea if :article geometry can be assumed. Since

)re eiec:roce miust te leaky- ii 4rder 'or oarticies to escape, -egenerat4P/e

eflects are reduced. I cditionaliy, there are no timing problems as-

sociated with the use of Pulsed voltages. One major disadvantage .,iitn

the use of an electrostatic induction scheme is that is is mutuallyl
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ex,jsive. -'ny :article that is detected probably does not affect or

41n-'.ate oreakdown. -herez:re, more than one microparticle must

:e :rocucec,in orcer-. -oe.a:a t.em to :reakdown. Te leaky electrode

:"anges tre ;ap 'iel. slign ty and, therefore, 9ield vaiJes must be

aoroximated. ]nly anode or cathode microoarticles can be detected,

and regenerative effects can probably not be studied. Reducing the effective

,Mut :aoacitance telow samre val e,deter'nined :rimrari.y ty ni-e con-

lectons and amoi~-ier 4nout caoacitance,is :diicult. additionally,

3,actronic devices are very sensitive to voltage discnarge noise.

'a-rai'y occurrinc ,i crooarticles have been oostulated to be

:ne :css".%e cause o/ .acuum, iigh voltage, dc and irnulse breakdown.

!irooar+icIes lave been .etec.ed and in some cases characterized for

.,otI Ic and iioulse ici-ages. "hey have been detected orior to and

lur4ng vacuum oreakdown. No definite correlation relating vacuum breakdown to

icrooarticles has teen established. "he research results to be ore-

sentec in this report are an attempt to correlate the production and

characteristics of microparticles to vacuum breakdown.

.,
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CHAPTER 2

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

It has been postulated that microparticles play an important role

in the breakdown of high voltage vacuum gaps. Experimental measurements

have, therefore, been conducted to determine the charge, velocity, mass,

and radius of microparticles generated in a pulsed vacuum gap. These

measurements have been made by directly measurinq the microparticle charae

and velocity using an electrostatic charge detection technique. The ex-

perimental arrangement consists of a vacuum chamber, hiqh voltage power

supply, electrode assembly, and the charge detector.

2.i Vacuum O.hamber

q Aschematic liagaram of the high vacuum system is shown in

.1. 7,,e vacuum chamber is a stainless vessel of cylindrical

sn4ce1--n a vollige of 53 liters. "'he chamber consists of two pieces,

a :o,~e~vaiaec"on and a bottom section. The sea! between the

two -:ieces is 7ade with either a copper or Viton 0-ring. The bottom

section nas a i inch port which connects to an ion Pump and 12 smaller

na',,-nioie ports, only half of which are used. These six are used

-.,r electrical 'Fetruhscnetn an ionization guaqe,

and tne -oughing lines. The top section has 5 hal4-nipole oorts, but

onlyj one is ised,to providie the high voltage input. All the half-

,14cole oorts are Fitted with standard "Vlarian" flanges and emoloy cocoer

oasKet seas.

An ,on oump --/arian model ;l12-7001 with pumping soeed of 140

ters-sec serves as tne main oumo. A cryogenic (sorotion, oumo

.a'a 'ocei ;1a1,and a 3,'4 hp 7ecnanical oumo J/ac 'Torr nodel

10.iha --umoing speed 11 300 11iters-sec -1and an iitimate )ress-ure

~f15 .icrons of -ig,serve as aoughlng oumps.

'iacium measurements are made jsing a :nermoccuole tube

el edyne -,ast ngs ?aydiist, tyoe V-i ,an 41onizat~on tjce
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,Huntington Type 4336KLL), and the pressure meter scale of the ion

oumo control unit (Model ' 921-0034). Ultimate system pressure is

1 :x 0"0 Torr with the Viton 0-ring seal.

2.2 High Voltage Connection

6,etails of the high voltage connection scheme are also shown

in Fig. 2.1. A Varian medium current feedthrough (model # 954-5019)

serves at tne nigh voltage vacuum feeathrouch. This feedthrouan

is isolated from the rest of the vacuum chamber by a glass to metal

adapter made from two 'Huntington' glass to metal half nipples

VPF-150). A spring compression connector joins the 1/4" center

:onduc-or of the feed through to a metal rod extending into the vacuum

:namber. The extension rod connects to a cylindrical stainless steel

cup wnose bottom rim is encircled with beryllium-copper fingerstock.

The cup sits atoo the anode plate, surrounding the rod used for gap

spacing adjustment. Electrical continuity between the anode plate and

the iv feed through is made when the top section of the vacuum chamber

is lowered into place.

2.3 High Voltage Power Supply

The primary voltage source employed is a Universal Voltronics

ac source. The input transformer is an UVC model B-3-10-915 with

soecifications: 15 volts, 50 HZ, .59 KYA. The output is an UVC

model 3-3-10-915 transformer with specifications: 230 (V RMS, 0.5 KVA.

,utzut duration can be regulated from a single half cycle to several

cycles by ise of the triggering circuit whose schematic is seen in

tne 4..oendix. An unusual characteristic of tne excitation is tnat
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a single half cycle oulse has a duration of 15 - sec. instead of the

ex:ected 8.3 m sec.

2.4 Electrode Assembly

Fig. 2.2 shows tne vacuum gao. The gap consists of a too

3 Ilate to which a stainless steel upper electrode is attached and a

bottom plate which contains the transparent electrode. The two plates

are separated by a :elrin hollow cylinder insulator. The upper electrode

3 is shown in Fig. 2.3 and has a 1 1/2" (3.3 cm) diameter. The upper

electrode surface finish is a 000 grit emory cloth polish for all of the

Iex:erimental work. The lower transparent electrode is shown in Fig.

2.4 and consists of a clear aperture having a 3" diameter which is

covered with a 45' transparent perforated screen. The screen is

I 3uckbee-Mears .005" thick, 304SS Micro-Etch Screen with hole openings

of 305 ,dn diameter. A copper transparent wire mesh electrode with

i square ooenings of width 1600 -m is also available for use. Most of the

experimental results are obtained using the oerforated screen electrode

because it is thought this electrode will yield more uniform gap fields.

2.5 Electrostatic Charge Induction icroparticle Detector

1 2.5.1 Introduction

It was stated in the first chapter that, at least in the case

of long high voltage, vacuum gaps (> 6am), there are stronq indications

that ,icroparticles are responsile for the initiation of vacuum.

breaKaown.

'Uaturally occuring microoarticles have been observed, using

laser and electrostatic charge induction methods, and characterizedI
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i ,with respect to number, vacuum breakdown, charge, velocity, and size.

The objective of this work is to determine mechanics and to specifically

relate microparticle production to vacuum breakdown.

The detection method chosen was the electrostatic charge induction

3 method used by Texier and others. This detector was chosen because:

(1) the sensitivity as reported by other investigators could be improved

because of the development of lower input electronic devices; (2) num-

erous microparticles can be generated and thus a statistical samplina

technique could relate microparticle production and characteristics to

vacuum breakdown; and (3) this measuring technique is easily calibrated

and therefore gives more quantitative information than do the other

detecting schemes.

a 2.3.2 3asic Principle of Coeration

he orincile of operation of the electrostatic charge induction

screre Is Jased on the rise in ootential of a conducting,hollow

: I*rder wren a charged particle moves through it.I z .a2-5 4a) shows a cylindrical electrode situated coaxially

4ms lle anor-r:er cylinder. Ifa , microparticle of charge Q is allowed

:ass trow h the inner cylinder, the voltage induced, V, is given

iV volts* n

s tme effective capacitance at the detector terminals.

"e '.ace so induced will aopear only so long as the Particle remains

a ,' "re ',ner cylinder and thus the output waveform of this

6
p
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Fig. 2.3 (a) The Basic 'etector.

(b) Cutout 'Vavefcrni.
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tservec:, -on-zer-o ietectcr e'set'me. :' t e av 'ed voltaoe w~i-m

Icce ~ A e'ies ,ropar-,cle througon the gav, the mass of the oart~cle is

Kq. '2.3)

7 -e -c-. ' :e ::at :a~- :e !ss~mec :e s:,,e- :a' 3-C

%x--e sanre a' is ,,e :aren, ..,no~: *'se ;ers"> s :ne r3

r iM ~ eters

'etectcr Sensd:

.:an oe seen -om eauat-; n 27. 7 trat :ne senst;cy :' tne

:etec::r s -nverse'j :roportional to trne in:ut cavactarcse , at the

letactor :erninals. hi cacacitance inc! aes the :aoac~tarce of the

connect~ng caoies and :-irc-,it elem~ents, the input capacitance o- -he

ioz,7ace -ieas~ri6ng aev4:e, ' , and the capacitance between the inner

.etec,-a cy-,,der and ;rounc, .Capacitanice In can be reduced and hience

the letectcr sensitivity re duced oy:

.olacing the voltage 'easuring :ircuit as close as

oossible to the le:ecting 'inner', .ylinder,

2. :nosing a low input caoacitance icltage measuring :evioc,

and

3. reducing or eliminating the capacitance between the Zletecting
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'e :aA-,'a :7'ce~- vi' lencefortn be referV-ed :.0 as tne inner

:~'cer -, e va".e ::4 for tne system in '-ig. 2.6 is .57 ~p.

-'is :a,.ac':.ance 4's :-ancellea oy a bootstrapping nietn'od. Zapacitance

~- s tre :apac4,tance oetween the inner :ylinder and the outer

:rc:uncerc :fnder. 'he /alue of tn4s capacitance is on the order of

1 -:e luncrec :F The electronics configuration el;ectively olaces this

:_aoac4Itance in aral'e! .4ith an cutput voltage. This capacitance is

easiyll driven by t.',e electronic devices u.sed in the detection system.

L5*.4. microoarticle Detection Electronics Svstem

Thie -icr-oarticle letection electronics :onsist of two

ocerdtonal amoliier stages. The first stage is a voltage Follower

,vitni nity gain, and the second stage is an 4nverting circuit with

gain of eitner 'inity or ten (actual iieasured gains are .37 and 9.48).

-~.2.- sncws a scnematic of the detection elect-onics. Unless

other"ise stated, all of the experimental results reoorted are obtained
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-.i:h a system gain of 10.

The first stage was constructed 'ising an A.D515 operational

amolifier (manufactured by analog 3evices) in a "bootstrap"

configuration,with C1 as a feedback caoacitor. This configuration

_ effectively cancels the caoacitive effect of Cl and reduces Cin'

The A0515,an FET input ooerational amoli'ier, was chosen for

-Wo reasons. First, it has tne lowest common mode input capacitance,

e 0, of any commercially availaole op-amp (.3 oF). This value

.vas reduced to .2 pF by an appropriate circuit layout scheme.

Second, the A0515 also has the lowest input biasing currents of any

commercial op-amp. This keeps the magnitude of any dc offset voltage,

.nicn is the Product of Rn and the biasing current, small. A typical

offset voltage value is 2mV. Rin, a glass coated carbon resistor, was

chosen such that the time constant associated with the droop of a

microparticle signal (T a Rin C n) would remain large compared to the

anticipated microparticle pulse durations.

The bandwidth of the AD515, used in a unity gain circuit, is 100 kHz.

This allows measurements of particle velocities up to 3000 m/s. However,

if the AD515 is used in a circuit of gain N, bandwidth reduces by 1/N.

Furthermore, the small signal (mV)risetime is approximately .35/bandwidth.

These two considerations determined that any signal gain must be accomplished

by a second stage.

Occasional availability problems -ith the A0515 necessitates

the use of an A05C6 op-amp L,40 ] in the first stage circuit. The

performance of the AD506, which has the second lowest in and biasing

currents comercially available, is similar to that of the A0515.

The AOSC6's common mode input capacitance is l. pF in the first



stage :,c~,and its 3andwidth is Aporoximately 350 <Hz.

The op-amo ised ii trie second state inverter circuit.-is the

'iEz.53 :A. "' ' .,anufactLrea y Si gne':4-s Coroorationi , a low noi se

amcl"ier witn oandwidtns of acoroximateli, 300 HM 113I gain; or

M*.Z ,.(' gain),dependent upon tne second stage gain. 7otal system

-iecessary, :.ne 'E553-1A :an :)e cacacitiiely c.omoensated to Crive a

i4;r "noeience load. :t is important tnat the system electronics

::e snelled and groundea very:, arefuilly to -educe noise oicxuo and

:o'evient :ossibie ground looo :-ur'ent surges :ausea by :ne nigrn

In tge exctation. The "Irst stage is snielded by a coooer box wni~n

s icuntea on :.ne inner -mal of tne outer grounded cylinder in rg

2.4. The second stage, wnich is located outside the iacuum chamber,

s also smieliJed y a coooer box. ?ossibie ground loocs wMere

e'-nInated oy grounding the entire iacuum system ,including the ion

:urno and mieasuring oScilloscooestat a singie point at the inout of the

"-st stage and :)v using o4atteries for the oo-amp 6-ower sucol'es.

The ise of a sligle Doint ground necessitated the fabrication

of two Wnelded vacium feedthroughs wMhose e'ectrical throughout lines

and snie'lding are 4solated :,,^m the iacuum -namber wall. The 10ed-

tnro:ugn is ised to orovide ocwer to tne AC~i;., and T.he other 4s used

ftor tme lirst stage outp)ut. A oictire and lescrio)tion of these

'CeedthrOUgnS are included in tnO Aocenaix.

:nductilie noise o*-cxup Is reducea oy using tw~isted zair,

:ow inductance, snielced caoles for interconnections oet-ween amoiifier

stages. Electrical shielding is made as ccmplete as oossible by
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clamping the shielding of this caole to the ;eedtnrougn shield and

to :ne first and second stage :oocer ooxes.

2.3.5 :e-ails of the "iirooarticle ]etector

A ietailed schematic o': tne tes: arrancement used to ,etect

3 iicrooarticles and to determine their ciaracteristics is snown in

-ig. 2.5. The vacuum gap is formed by tne solid too electrode and the

:o-:om ;rio eiectroce. The jac'um gao 4s suooorted ato an outer

;rounaec :y7inder. -he outer :'ylnaer serves as a detector shield

an: as a f4rst stage mount. ,,icrooarticles produced at the too electrode

escaoe .nrougn the transoarent electrode to tne analyzer section of the

.e:ec:or.

The analyzer section contains two guard cylinders ana the

:etec:4on :ylinaer. These cylinders are supoorted 'ithin a floating

inner cylinder ?y insulating Delrin disks. The inner cylinder is

a'so iounted on an insulating Dalrin disk so as to allow the bootstrapoing

O :aoaci:ance ' irefer to Fig. 2.6). The guard cylinders are used

to increase te risetime o the microoarticle induced cnarge potential.

e ofiect of te guarI cylinders wil e 'iscussed 9,rther in section

i collector electrode is also shown in Fig. 2.5. The tot;

-erovaole section las a 7_n -i-or 'inisn ano is designed to "'. the

samole loi.der of :ne jnviersity )f Soutn Carolina's SE- -Microorooe

nat'zer. Thus,ootical analysis cf generated , icrooarticles is also

oossi bl e.

Dictures of tne :cmolete ci:roparticle ietection system and the

4naividual oarts, are inclided 4n the looendix.



.. 5 ]etector :ncut Cacacitance --"ects

As rentioned in sec icn 2.5.3, :ne microcarticle sensitivity

s -iversei,/ oro or'i.onai -. ".ne 4ncut :aoacitance, Cin, a,: tne

':-r -erminals. The caoaci:ances ,:ue to connecting cables,

:irc i: elements, and ooerational amplifiers are the major contributers

-e contribut.ions .o Zinzaused oy the first stage electronics,

:anno: :e reduced below cerr.ain ialues. These values are .2 pF for the

1^515 ant .- -: fr :ne .4'C. The -ragnitudes of the remaining

-w ,ere ceternined using a capacitive voltage

-4 iison scneme.

"'Te orimary circuit element contributing to Ci is the first

stage 4inu: resistor Rin. The use of an A0506 in the first stage

eaulires n te :ne carton resistor described in section 2.5.4.

The first stage circuit board leakaqe resistance can, however, be used

for Rin if an AD515 is used. Usinq board leakage for an input biasing

current path, however, causes randomly changing dc offsets. Thus the

usual procedure for both op-amps is to use the carbon resistor for Rin*

The use of this resistor adds about 1.2 pF to Cin.

7';,e ise of guard cylinders also adds to system input

capacitance. 4 system of analog measurements, described in the Appendix,

:etemined tnat the decrease in risetime of a microparticle signal

,vi:n :-ne use of grounded guard cylinders more tnan compensates for

ne adition to nThe use of grounded guard cylinders adds 1 pF
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in

7he remining oort4.on of 4(~1. F s ue to he wire

::,nnections of the first stage and cannot be reduceca or elikminatea

exceot by negative paraile! capacitance simulation .qnicn was not

attemoted. It must, be noted that the above caoacitance numerical

valies are typical and are subject to change for individual system

arnol 1f ers.

5 The effective inout capacitance at the detector terminals can

be as low as 1.3 pF, but problems arise due to dc offset voltages

a nc slcw microoarticle signal risetimes. MAore typical values of

are 3.7 pF and 4.8 oF wnen an A0515 or A0506, respectively,

4s used in the first stage electronics.

I The minimum detectable microparticle charge is determ~ined

by the value of C.i and the magnitude of system electronic noise.

7he first stage generated, high frequency noise (1 Thbz) ranges in

-lagni-tude from 1mV to 5mV for both the A0506 and tne AD515.

Thus, assuming a signal to noise ratio of unity, the minimum

values of detectable charge are 3.7 x 10- isC (A0515) and 4.8 x 10- is

(AD506),for typical system sensitivities. These charges correspond

to microparticles of radii 1.4 ..m and 1.6 -m, respectively, oroduced

in a Planar vacuum gap of 1 cm at a .voltage of 100 kV.L~o]
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMEN!TAL PESULT S

3.1 Introduction

The experimental arrangement and measurement technique de-

scribed in the previous chapter have been used to directly measure

the charge and velocity of microparticles generated in a pulsed, high

voltage, vacuum gap.

The experimental results are presented in three sections. Each

section represents an advancement in experimental technique with the

ultimate goal being to relate microparticle activity to vacuum break-

down. Experimental procedures progress from determining detector system

response to small charged beads, to the characterization of artificial

microparticles, to the detection of naturally occurrinq microparticles.

3.2 Detection System Characterization

3eginning experimental procedures were designed to show detection

system resoonse to any conceivable microparticle activity. -hese early

tests ,wni ch were conducted outs ide the vacuum chanter, determi ned the

detection system resoonse to c.targed balls, the influence of the guard

:ylinders, and the effects of c arged Particles direct~y hitting the

detecting cylinder, a guard cylinder, and the floating inner :ylinder.
-M.etal balis, charged ,4i h a given oolarity, nave been roced

through tne detec:iig cylinder. The Wals were cflarged .s4ng a j

oarallal olate arrangement and a voltage sourcesas shown in Figure 3..

Positive and negative dc voltages uo to 4 01 were oplied across the

ola:e. A small 2 -nm diameter) lead 'al! was Ircooed etween t.he s'ates.

Te ball rolled in contact oith the bottom olate, either acoui-nig Dr

losing electronic cnarge, and then drocoed througn the guard :y',-nder-
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and the detecting cylinder. The signal response at the output of the

second stage was observed using a Tektronix type 549 Storage Oscilloscope.

The transit time of a metal sphere falling through the detecting

:yiinder is found using energy conservation. This time is given by:

d2  sc 3.1

..nere g is the acceleration due to gravity, d is the detecting cylinder

7ength, and h is the height from which the ball is dropped (bottom

plate to detecting cylinder separation). For the experimental arrange-

tent of Figure 3.1, d = 3.0 cm and h = l0..O cm, so that t = 21.0 ms.

_e signal response for a ball passing through the detector cylinder

should therefore have a pulse width of approximately 21 ms.

Figure 3.2 shows-the detector response to a 2 mm ball charged by

a negative plate potential. It should be noted that,due to the second

stage inverting circuit, a negatively charged ball gives rise to a

:ositive signal. Additionally, the input capacitance for the micro-

:article simulation tests was increased to 100 pF by placement of an

exearnaliy connected capacitor in parallel with the detector input.

This was done to decrease sensitivity to a level where the electronics

did not saturate in response to the large ball charges.

The signal pulse width, measured at half total magnitude, is approx-

imately 27 -i. The signal droop and undershoot decay with the system

inout C time constant.

FPgure 3.3 shows the detector response to a positively charged 2 mm

zal!. Tie response is similar to the negative ball response with a

io tage inversion.

The effect of the uooer and lower guard cylinders has been determined

e
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using the charging scheme in Fig. 3.1. Fig. 3.4 shows the detector re-

sponse to a negatively charged lead ball. In this case the guard cylin-

ders were grounded. Figures 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 were obtained with the

same oscilloscope triggerinq level. The low level plateau of Fig. 3.2 is

smaller in Fig. 3.4. This implies that the detector output risetime is

faster with the guard cylinders grounded. It is also clear that the de-

tector cylinder responds earlier (the low level plateau) to the charge if

the guard cylinders are not grounded. Fig. 3.5 shows detector response to

a negatively charged ball with no guard cylinders are in place. Note the

slow signal rise and conspicuously long tail. The results seen in Fig. 3.2

through 3.5 imply a faster signal risetime with grounded guard cylinders

and acree with the results of the analog measurements described in section

2.5.6. The diameter of the center hole in the top of the inner floating

cylinder, 15/22 inches (z 1.2 cm), is smaller than the 1.5 cm opening of

the detector cylinder. Thus, the chance of a particle entering the

inner cylinder and then hitting the detecting cylinder is small. Regard-

less, the detector system response to a charged ball directly hitting

the detecting cylinder has been determined. The detecting cylinder was

cupped and then a cnarged ball was allowed to hit the cylinder. Fig. 3.6

shcws system response to a charged 2 mm ball directly hitting the detect-

ing cylincer. lote, the signal rises and then decays with the detector

input tie constant.

Additionally, the effects of charged balls directly hitting a cuoped

guard cylinder an! the inner srhielding cylinder were measurd. 1o s ig-

nals qere measured for either of these events implying that no micro-

particle signals occur due to _articles J4rectl/ i tting the :-nCtainment

cylinder or guard cylinders.

The detector systen rvsocnse :o 2 -r 'ead )ais nas een: Ieterined.

t has 6.een conc ded t at"
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~caes:

Detector Response: 5 V/cm

Horizontal : 20 ms/c

. 2.~~Detector Response to a legatively Charged 2 m, Lead Ball
Directly Hitting the Detecting Cylinder.
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"a;, The presence of guard cylinders sharpene signal rise time.

;'b) 'rounding tre guard :ylinders further shamened signal rise

:ime lut not as 7uc as (a).

i: ositively charged balls gave rise to negative detector resoonse

as expected. T1he response polarity changed as the charge on the

U ball changed polarity..

rd) Negligible signals were oroduced by the balls striking the guard

cylinders or the floating inner shield.

\e) 3all velocities were measured and found to have reasonable values.

3.3 &etection and Characterization of Artificial Microoarticles

The second phase of experimental work involved the characterization

of artificially introduced microparticles for low excitation voltages,

which did not cause breakdown,and for higher excitation levels,where gap

discharge did occur.

Tne artificial microparticles were certified zinc metal dust

Zn-^9.5.=, from Fisher Scientific. The zinc dust was observed

J'nder a microscope to consist primarily of spherical particles having

radii betaeen 1 and Sui.

Electrode preparation for the artificial microparticle measurements

consisted of degreasing using trichloroethylene, followed by methanol

and distilled H,.oaths. The top electrode was coated with a thin layer

of iow-vacor oressure 7arian vacuum grease. Zinc dust was then light-

iy sprinkled on the greased surface to provide the source of artificial

,ii :rooarti cies.

S-e vacuum gac ipacing for all of the artificial microparticle

ata Nas 3.0 m. The oottom electroce ias the oerforated, 305Lm hoie

I = tn er, scen. A daitIonally, the systuil' oressire tas looroximatel!
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4 x !0 - 6 Torr. All measurements were made with an A0506 as the first

stage ampi-ifier and a system gain of 10 (9.43).

Low voltage data vere first obtained mith the guard cylinders not

grounded and a system input capacitance of 5.2 oF. The ungrounded con-

dition was inadvertant, but the results will be reported. Results ob-

tained were similar to those seen in Figuraes 3.7 and 3.9 for positive

gap excitation. The ao responses in Fig. 3.7 imply particle charge

magnitudes of 0.12 pC and 0.09 PC, r-espectively, and velocities of

aoproximately 25.0 ,i/s and 10.0 m/s. These particles have calculated

radii of 5.0", and r.esm, rspectively. The particles in Fig. 3.8 imoly

:iarges of aporoximately 0.07 pC and 0.06 pC and velocities of 12.0 11/s.

Conditioning was apoarent in that further gap excitations at the same

voltage level,produced particles of lower charge, and ultimately no

response. Additional particle responses were produced ohly after a

voltage increase.

Detector system response, with ungrounded guard cylinders, to

negatively charged zinc particles,has also been determined. Again a

conditioning ef'ect was apparent. Fig. 3.9 shows the detector response

to a negatively charged zinc particle. The excitation trace was inverted

to solve a triggering oroblem.

All subsequent microoarticle data have been produced using grounded

guard cylinders. The system input capacitance increased to.7.2 OF for

nhis configuration. Ail other conditions remained Jnc-.anged. Fig. 3.10

is typical of the pos!:ively charged artificial .icrocarticle data. -he

oarticle in Fig. 3.10 was produced at 36 k/, has a cnarie of 0.2 oC,

and a velocity of 74.0 m/s. Fig. 3.71 snows several oositive -i:rocarticle

responses, and an additional resoonse that is similar to t e -tsoonse of
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a Car-icle hitting the detector cylinder. This response, which is seen

only occasionally, is seen for Pcsitive and negative excitations, and

.;sually is positive irrespective of caD voltage oolarity. Later investi-

gar.ions atzemot to explain this fast rise, siow decay detector resoonse.

rig. 3.12. shows a typical detector response to negatively charged

zinc microparticles. This trace is only'a small section of the total

etector response to a ':ialf-cycle excitation. The gap voltage, ahich is

not shown, was viewed ising another oscilloscope. The first particle,

.vnicn was produced at a cao voltage of 36.0 k'I,has a charge of 0.085 pC,

a velocizy of 50.0 m/s, and a calculated radius of d.3Lm. T7he second

cari:ile,wnich has a cnarge of 0.07 PC, a velocity of 30.0 m/s, and a

radius of 5.8kmwas also produced at approximately 36 kV. Fig. 3.13 shows a

negative particle produced at 16.0 kV and a fast rise, RC decay response.

Iote that the response is positive and it occurred before the microparticle

entered the detecting cylinder. The failure of this response to change

polarity with gap voltage polarity change confirmed that it ..,as not iro-

iuced by a particle striking the detecting cylinder. There was no appar-

ent pattern connected with the appearance of this response. It was

observed prior to, after, and without accompanying microparticle signals.

An initial attempt to describe these responses is described in the follow-

ing paragraoh.

One possible interpretation of the detector responses, seen in Figures

3.11 and 3.13"is that they are noise arising from microdischarges in the

intergap region. This possibility was investigated by replacing the screen

electrode with thick solid foil, apolying gao voltage, and monitoring

t-e detector response. The detector response to oositive and negative

voltages near and above breakdown levels was always a fast rise time
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oositive jrmoulseonicn then decayed ;wi: :e e:ector jsem inout time
ons:ant, : i~i . .For ocsitive -am voltages, -his resoonse anoear-d

.1in

,i-n Zr witnout apparent ap vIol tage col'apse as viewed across a ,esis-

-iie voltage Oi vier consis:ing of series 2 watt camon resisior. This

response did not occur for negative excitation,without cefinite partial

gap vol-age collaose. 'Ahen this response anoear-ed,with breakdown excita-

"ion of both polari:.ies, it aopeared before, aftar, and simultaneously

it. tne voltage collaose. These results support -he interoretation

-. at intergap activity cause these "noise" r-sconses.

'.,oser examination of the data in -ig. 3.13 reveals a possible

:onnection bet.ween microparticle product.ion and tne apoearance of noise

resoonses. The charge of 'he observed -Ticrooarticle is aooroximately

0.18 pC, and its velocity is 19.0 m/s. This particle wouid have required

approximately 5.0 ms to travel the 10.0 cm from the top electrode to

the detecting cylinder, and thus would have left the top electrode at

the same time of tie noise response. This implies either the micropar-

ticle was produced by the discharge or that the discharge was caused by

the removal of the particle from the top electrode. However, additional

data, an exampe of which is seen in Fig. 3.14, show too long a time

delay between noise response and microparticle signal to make either of

these inferences. >.leasurments at higher voltages, where gap breakdown

obviously occurred, were conducted to further investigate the noise

phenomenon.

The microparticle detector response to artificial microparticles,

produced by voltages which caused partial gap voltage collapse,have also

been studied. These partial voltage collapses were observed using the

resistive vo~tage divider. The following situations were observed for
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-n ic c, se s ;ra, s

-a c, -age e:ra:n:rtcscec .% a ^-:'se s 4?a' and -4, cr'ca-

::', a~ s41g ra 1s

3 ' a 'iol~age oerturmation and a s~rnultaneous no'se reszonse, and
a claae ,erturtaiol -receded and ,I':ed ,/ ro~e C~nss

There were no microparticles produced for this situation.

ee :ases .anen !,.o icoV ace -1er .rtatzon mvas :bserved.. :ec tor

-i 'sor s a r - : - es a :.as as :. rs 4s,:e d -,f -,o se ain J ,i :r cc ar4: *- s'4:ra s.

= ; 3.273. snows :!-e detect::r reszonse . r :ase "' ' . .':-:ae col Iaose

associazac .iian intergao discharge is seen to -c:ur at 3 excitation

-2 :- -f5* I * 7.2 &I' Tis 4iscnarge is 4"'07wed, after

aoomx1iate , ..6 mis, by a single ricroparticle signal and then several

.arge ri:rooartlcle signals. Thie shape of th.e detector s Ignal, as --he jao

'c aegoes :o zer-o,is not understood.

3 Fig. 3.16 shows the detector response for overvoltace situation '2).

A Positivie noise signal precedes the voltage perturbation, and is followed

by microoartIcie responses. Again, the detector responseas the gap

voltage approaches zero,is not understood.

-ase f(3) detector -response is seen in Fig. 3.17. Two noise responses

are seen on the detector output trace. Trhe voltage collapse apparently

introduces the 16*4rst resoonse, but the cause of the second is not

known.

Fig. 3.18 shows the detector response described by the fourth

observed situation. The cause of the negative noise response is not

known. Previously, all such noise responses were positive irrespective
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3 of voltage polarity. This was. the only negative noise observed during the

3 artificial zinc microparticle tests.

Finally, Fig. 3.19 shows the detector response when the gap voltage

was not observed to collapse. A microparticle signal appears after the

excitation peak and a noise response is seen to appear approximately 16 ms

later after the voltage has apparently reached zero. A small voltage does,

however, probably exist across the gap and is sufficient to propagate pre-

breakdown mechanisms started by higher field values.

Overvoltaged-gap,artificial microparticle data have also been ob-

tained using negative voltages. Negative gap breakdown voltages were

in general only two-thirds the magnitude of the positive breakdown vol-

r tages, so direct comparisons between positive and negative data may not

be possible. The only detector response to negative overvoltages was the

3I noise response indicative of a interelectrode region microdischarge.

This noise response appeared before, simultaneously with, and after

observed gap voltage perturbations. No microparticle signals were observed.

The lack of microparticle signals could be a result of gap conditioning,

but the actual cause could not be determined. A typical detector resoonse

to a negative gap overvoltage is shown in Fig. 3.20.

The final test,involving the detection of artificial microparticles,

is concerned with improving the risetime of the detector response. The

detector signal risetime, when used in conjunction with grounded guard

cylinders, is longer than expected. Typical data are shown in Figures

3.21, 3.22, 3.23, and 3.24. The ratios of the length of the pulse flat

top to the risetime in each of these cases are given in Table 3.1. It

E was expected that this ratio should be rather constant and dependent

only upon geometry (size of detecting cylinder and distance bet'ween guard

and detecting cylinder). The distance between the guard and detecting

cylinder was measured and found to be 7 ,mi. T~e gap, Iwhich could :cnciev-
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I
I
I

Figure Number FlatTop/Rise Time I

3.21 1.2 rns/0.8 ms = 1.5 1
3.22 0.75 nm/0.25 ms - 3

3.23 0.35 s/0.1 ms = 3.5

3.24 (second pulse) 0.75 ms/0.35 n - 2.14

Table 3.1. Ratios of Pulse Flat Top Ouration to Rise Time for
7 m Distance Between Guard and Detecting Cylinders.
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ab y contribute to slow rise time, was reduced to 1 mm and microparticle

'data again produced. Tyoical detector outputs for this arrangement are

seen in Figures 3.25, 3.25, 3.27, and 3.23. Al of these responses were

aob:aiied using a Positive excitation.
The ratios of flat top duration to rise time are tabulated in Table

3.2. In general, there is slight improvement. The analog measurements men-

-oned in section 2.5.5 further investigate the cause of the slow detector

s'anai rise timre.

The detector system response to artificial zinc particles of radii

l. i :o 5.0.zi has been determined. Results are as follows:

(a) Square micr-oartice signals have been obtained for both positive

and negative excitations, from which microparticle velocity and

charge can be easily determined. Typical values are 0.02 pC to

0.2 pC and 10.0 m/s to 70.0 m/s.

'b) Fast rise time, exponentially falling signals have been observed,

together with the microparticle signals for oositive and negative

excitations. Using a solid bottom electrode, these signals were

shown not to be detector responses -to microparticles. Tt was

postulated that these noise signals are associated with gap

microdischarge activity. Noise responses have been observed to

occur before and after microparticle detection. In some cases it

.*ias possible to relate the noise signals to *.icroparticle signals.

-. The detector response to overvoltages has been determined for

positive and negative excitations. Voltage Perturbations, re-

lated to partial or complete gap voltage collapse have been

observed together with microoarticle and ricrodischarge noise

signals for positive excitation. The relationship, if any,
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Figure NIumrber Flat Too/Rise Ti m

3.25 1.0 ms/0.6 ms = 1.7

3.26 0.5 mts/0.2 ms = 2.5

3.27 (last. pulse) 0.75 rns/0.2 7ms - 3.8

3.28 0.42 ms/l.0 ms z 4.2

Table 3.2. Ratios of Pulse 'Flat Too Duration to Rise Time for
1 mm Distance 3etween Guard and Detecting Cylinders.

4
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Iw betwieen these events could rot ze cdeternlined. 3nly nicradis-

g -charge signals were observed for reaativ/e excitI.ation, tut this

could be due to a condi tionina e2F-F 4t

..4 Th -icropa rticle signal rise :ime ias been investigated as a

function of spacing betveen the guard and detecting cylinders.

Slight improvement was seen for a reduction in this spacing

from 7.0 to 1.0 mm.

Ait-houch ',he detector system response to artificiallyj produced micro-

arti cles is imoortant, the objective of this research is -to attempt to

c eri ne the role of naturally occurring microparticle in vacuum break-

4 :c%.n.

3.4 Detection and Characterization of Naturally Occurring M14icroparticles

The pri man/ objective of the presented research was to determine the

characteristics of nicroparticles produced in a planer high voltage

vacuum gap usinq oulsed excitation. Specifically, particle imass, velocity,

charge and size ,qere- determined. Furthermore, for some data, the vacuum

ciao current and voltage were simultaneously measured,together with the

dletector response~vith the intent of relating breakdown olnenomena to

microparticlIe production.

The experimental conditions, for the initial attemot to detect

natujraliy occurring microparticies, were as follows. The top eleactrode

was thoroughly --leaned, and the gap set at l0 mm. -he bottom electrode

was the 45;j transoarent screen. An A0506 served as the first stage

aniclifier.The input capacitance was 7.2 pF (for all other cases, Cmn

.4.3 oF -:or an A4D5C6C. Thie systeam background,high 4requency noise w~as 5 -.

V This backqr3und noise reduced svstem input charge sensitivity to

3.6 x i 14c
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The total electronics system gain was always approximately l0, The

guard cylinder to detector cylinder spacing was 1 mm, and the quard

cylinders were always grounded. The gao voltage was viewed

using the previously described resistive voltage divider. The gao vol-

tage and detector response were viewed using 3,series 549,Tektronix

storage oscilloscooes. For all data runs,except one, these scopes were

externally triggered 5 ms apart,with the first scope triggered at the

.gi nning of the gap voltage rise.

For tne initial experiment, positive gao voltage of magnitudes between

3 kY and 120 kV was applied a total of 87 times. Io detector response

was seen until the first partial gap voltage collapse at 60 kV. Detector

response to this collapse was the microdischarge noise type signal

described in section 3.3. The same response is shown in Fig. 3.29 for

the next partial voltage collapse at 72 kV. Sometime after the 87th

voltage application the first stage amplifier was destroyed.

The first stage op-amp destruction was normally accompanied by a

large change in dc offset voltage (milivolts to volts). After any such

change, the first stage op-amp was replaced if it was found to be defec-

tive. Any one of the following conditicns usually indicated the first

stage op-amp was not operating correctly:

(1) a non-unity first stage gain

(2) an incorrect frequency response

(3) a signal could not be capacitively coupled into the first stage

input as seen in Fig. 3.30.

The circuit seen in Fig. 3.30 is the one used to me~sure detector system
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Fig. 3.30 Circuit Used to Measure Microparticle Detection
System input Capacitance.



input capacitance. Vin the kncwn input voltage, is related-to Vi' outm

the first stage output voltage, by:

"in Cl

Vout + C

where C1 is a known capacitance and C2 is the effective input capacitance

of the microparticle detection system.

The operational amplifier was replaced with an AD515 amplifier and

more measurements were made. The top electrode was roughened slightly

using 000 grit emory paper for subsequent measurements. The electrode

U was then thoroughly cleaned and the gap set at 5 mm. The 45% trans-

parent screen was used as the bottom electrode. System input capaci-

tance was 3.24 pF and the background noise was 1.5 mV. The resulting

system sensitivity, for a unity noise to signal ratio, was q = 4.9

x l015C. The gap voltage and detector response were viewed for I ms

prior to and 2 ms after the peak gap voltage.

3 Positive voltage of magnitudes between 80 kV and approximately 120 kV

was applied to the gap. The most prevalent detector responseover this

entire voltage rangewas a microparticle signal large enough to saturate

the second stage amplifier (q > 2.9 pC). A typical saturation response

is seen in Fig. 3.31. It should be noted that two microparticle satura-

5tion signals are shown. This type response was seen before and after

smaller micropaticle signals.

Smaller, non-saturating, microparticle signals were also observed.

Figures 3.32 through 3.37 show typical responses. The microoarticle data

does not appear "square." The reason for this is unknown.

The measured cnarge and velocity, and calculated mass and radius
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values for the mcroparticle signals shown are listed in Table 3.3.

The data of Fig. 3.37 illustrates different conditions from those

of the other data. Gap breakdown occurred ahile the microparticle was

.Aithin the detecting cylinder. The subsequent detector response is rot

inderstood. The typical detector response to a partial voltage collapse

is a positive noise response similar to that seen in Fig. 3.29.

Secause of the large positive micrcparticle signals, the second

stage electronics were altered to allow for a gain of one. Subsequently,

a vacuum feedthrough was damaged before negative gap voltage could be

aoplied. Tnis Prevented continuation of thesedata, and thus comoarison

of positive and negative microparticle data.

..An additional diagnostic technique, involving current measurement,

was added in an attempt to relate microparticle production to vacuum gap

breakdown. A 60 kP. current measuring resistor was installed in the ground

return from the bottom transparent electrods. This electrode was insulated

from the outer ground cylinder by a Delrin ring. This scheme measured

.both displacement and conduction (discharge) currents.

Typical voltage and current easurements, obtained without vacuum

breakdown or prebreakdcwn, are shown in Fig. 3.38. The current trace is

due solely to displacement current. It should be observed that the cur-

rent zero occurrs simultaneously with the voltage maximum as is expected

for a capacitive system.

Typical results obtained for voltage levels where vacuum breakdown

did occur are shown in Fig. 3.39. The current trace of Fig. 3.39 shows

two small positive spikes which occur at 7 ms and 7.6 ins, a large negative

spike at 10 ms, and a positive and neqative soike at 12 ms. Te events it

'O ms and 12 -ns are associated with voltace collapses. Tt is

14believed the small current pulses ( 20 A),not associated
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Figure Ch arge Ve c yMass Radi us
,iuffber __C)___ (ko)Ika
3.32 .972 67 3.9 x 10'' 10.6

3-34 .11 =100 1. 0, 3.8

3.35 .13 75 3.7 x 10 ~ 4.8

3.36 1.9 =90 3.8 x 10-1l 10.4

3.37 .039 =60 1.7 x i1- 3.7

3 Table 3.3 'Characteristics of 1aturally Occurring Microparticles.

m I'LkI111'
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Mqi :h volItage collIapse are sel f-auenchng i crodisch arges , and that the

h ;arer soikes ars total-gap is:harge currents.

7',,- i nitial data ,taken measuri rig both detector response and gao current,

were inadvertently collected with a defective first stage, thus reveal-

ing no ,iseful microparticle inforration. However, two observations could

.e nfade:

><os itrive seilf-b reakdown voltage was l arger than negative , ancl

~2)aferacolication of negative voltage, rne ocsitive self-

reakdcwn voltage was lcwered.

':o a.am-oz ..as made to verif-y result (2) --or a switch, 'o po sitive to

-ega- 4v 'e xci t.ati on.

~yoicai simultaneously acqu ired, current, vol'tage, and ni crop arti cl1e

da ta For Positive gap excitation are shown in Figures 3.40 and 3.41.

These figures show two of the three microparticles produced in a 5 nmi

gao for 43 total gap excitations ,for voltages between 20 UV and 90 V'.

Thirty-seven similar voltage applications for a 10 mmi gap produced no

im Z1iropartl cles . Cm was 4.8 pF (AD506) and the background noise was 1.74 mV,

for these 80 voltage applications. Additionally, the toD electrode

.aas roughened slightly with 000 emory paper prior to vacuum gap assembly.

The only notable di 1fference between the 5 mm and 10 Mn data was that the

octtom elec-:rode was the 1600,,m square-hole meshi for the 5 wm data and

the 305,-m diameter nole scre-en for the 10 mm deta.

No voltage breakdown or current discharges occurred for the data of

Fig. 3.40. Microdischarges are, however, seen on the current trace. "Ine

irs- -li-rodisc.-iarge current spike occurs simultaneously ,Oith t,.he noise

response of the detector. Every noise re-sponse of the detector corres-

oonds to a microdischarge current spike, the converse is,however, not true.

iAM
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The ,icroparticle , having charge q = 9.6 x IO1 5C and velocity 60 ms,

traveled the 100 -m between the top electrode and detector in 1" ms

and thus ..as pulled of the to. electrode !t a vo:age of 50 kV. There

was no current discharge resocnse at this vcItage.

:or the data of Fig. 3.4i,a voltage breakdown and associated cur-

rent discharge occurred after detection of the microparticle. The micro-

oar-icle,which nas a charce of i.-' x 10- 1a0C and a velocity of 43 m/s was

oroduced at 15 kV.

The microparticle detector response most often observed dur-

--cg the simultaneous measurement of gap voltage, 4etector response, and

-a: current,;.ias a positive noise signalindicative of --icrodischar:e.

,S-mall *osirive and negative current spikes were seen on the current

trace ,with no breakdown and only large positive spikes were seen at

breakdown. The small negative current spikes were not seen until peak

-ap voltages o' a.ooroximately ,C kV(56 kV for the 5 mm gap, and 6 kV

'or :.ne 10 mm zao, were reached. It should be noted that the observed

negative polarity, for the positive excitation, is not presently explainable.

The microparticle detector response, cap voltage, and qap current

,were also simultaneously viewed for negative excitations of a 5 mm gap.

The conditions w-ere :he same as for the positive excitation case, and the

system pressure was 6 x 106 Torr. The top electrode surface was not roughened

again. 'lo Ticroparticles were seen for a total of 10 voltace aooli- -

:ations between 23 and 52 kV,,where breakdown occurred. The only de-

7.ector response was positive noise signals that occurred simultaneously

with small necative current soikes.

2estruction of the first stage amolifier ty a gap voltage z31-

lapse,which had been an occasional oroblem .before the addition of the



:ur-ent viewing -esistor, becare 'ore :a:roblem alter 4:s adaition.

7',,e -.iscnarge current o~n4icn is 147r~ea J:/ a 2 ~ser4es -esistarce,

3 ,ias ze;.evea too small to ax.>a4i :nis cnance, so :ne re-az4,irc t:ata

-.as taken .0thcut t1he cury-ent vino r'esistor.

Initial data, with no current viewing resistor, were taken for a

35 mmn gap using an AD506 as the first stage amplifier. G in was 4.8 pF

and background noise was 1.74 mV. System pressure was 2 x lO_5Torr. The

first 34 positive voltages applications,between 16 kV and 72 kV,produced

only positive and negative microdischarge signals. The last voltage ap-

plication, which destroyed the AD 506, and the associated detector response,

is shown in Figure 3.42. At least two microparticle signals are seen.

Their charges are 8.2 x 01C an . 01C, respectively, and their

velocities are both approximately 400 m/s. The small positive sicinal~seen

j before the first microparticle,precedes the particle arrival at the de-

tector by approximately .25 mns. If this signal is a microdischarge signal,

it would have been produced at approximately the same time as the micro-

particle.

acditional data taken -;or a 2~ -, go using an .10515 as the 14-st

stage -4ith sensitivit-y o' 3 5.6 A 10 3ave onl ~Y oos-itive noise

signals for 2C0 Positive voltage excitations between 31 kV and 3C kV.

:.1; :41al -oarti;all :ao vltace :oi lapses at 7? '<V j4 not lam t1.ne rirst

stage .oo-arnp, 'out one at 20C <'< Jestroved it. Fecause .0' t-e re~eat'a
alueof bo:h staces oz tne alectronics at aorakw, ootac-

,,on sc-leme waas -Ievilsed to rotec:' tnem Fromn 'arge transiet /oltaqes.

This orotectilon scmeme *s snown 4nc-.:crated 4n tne electroncs
~n io.3.JL3. iodes and W nd~ ssor .eeadd: rtc

the inout of tne 'irst stace -a. -.t :ao treak.-Iwn, a ar e :o s-

tive or negative inout voltage .-iuld Fomrard bia3s either .or .
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The voltage at node I, the op-amp input, would then be limited to ap-

proximately V minus the diode voltage drop. The major portion of the

breakdown induced input voltage would then be dropped across R1.

A gap breakdown may raise the floating inner cylinder to a

high potential. In this case diodes 03 and D4 clamp the output of

the first stage to 2 Vdiode (approximately 1.4 volts), and the output

of the second stage to approximately 14V. Both voltage magnitudes are

easily withstood by their respective op-amps.

A mis-match in the leakage currents of diodes D and D2 caused

a 5V offset at the output of the first stage amplifier. C1 was added

to prevent this offset from continually forward biasing D3 or D4* C2

was added to prevent saturation of the second stage output. Both C1 and

C2 could be replaced by a single capacitor placed to the left of node 2

in Fig. 3.43, but the first stage board layout prevented this. One ad-

ditional circuit change, the addition of C3 ,was made for stability

purposes. System input conditions for the electronics as seen in Fig.

3.43 are Cin = 4.8 and 1 mV background noise. A total of 92 positive

voltage applications, of magnitudes between 13 kV and 54 kV for a 10 mm

gap, have been applied after the addition of the protection circuitry.

These excitations produced many discharge noise signals but only two

definite microparticle signals. One of the signals is shown in Fig. 3:44.

This particle, which was pulled off the upper electrode at 40 kV, has a

charge of 2.4 x 10-14C, a velocity of approximately 21 m/s, and a calculated

radius of 5.14 um. Neither of the two particle responses were associated

with gap breakdown. Application of negative gap voltage followed immediately.
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':ecative :ao voltage was aoolied a total of 70 times for voltage

-,acnituces between 1 '<'; ard -'. <1.. 7he -nIy 'etector response was

:e -icrooarticle siena" seen in -4. 3. 5. This particle, which was

or-cuced at 13 kV, 'as a :narge oF 9.5 x 10 a velocity of 570 mis

anc a radius of 1.5 _m. This particle was not associated with a gap

zreakdown. Further voltace apo.lications at higher voltages produced

.'sc~arce noise -esponses. The large noise responses prevented

any oroduced particles -=rm .ei-ng viewec.

.iatrally Occ-urring -icr-d.carticles,oroduced by a 16 ms pulse,

-a've oeen :-:-cte and :nein .raracteriszcs have been determined. Ad-

:' ' ofnai", fo, scre iata, tie vacuum :ac current has been measured with

:.e n:ent -f rela:ino vacuum treaKdown to nicrooarticle production. It

has been concluded that,for the experimental conditions and detecting

sensi ti vi ties described:

:a) ositive microoarticles are produced For voltaces between

5 'V and >70O kV for a 3 Tn and a 10 Trn aaP.

) hese oositive microparticles have charges between

> 2.9 oC and 9.6 x 10 2 (.0C96 pC)and velocities which

-ange from -iC m/s to =400 m/s. Their radii range frcm

10 .m to -l.2,;m.

: Only a -ew oositive micro-articles are produced for

voltages :C I

c) There is a :oss4ble correla.ion Zetween electrode sur-

face roughness anc procuction of nicrooarticles.

.) ni one necatiive microoarticle ,ias tete:cted :or a

voltages between .? 0I and 5 <. This i;icrooar:t4 cle,
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which was produced at 18 kV, had a charge of 9.6 x 10s C,

g a velocity of 50 m/s, and a radius of 1.6 m.

Breakdown occurred, consistently, at lower voltages for the

negatively excited gaps. Breakdown occurred at voltages lower

than values needed for substantial microparticle production.

I (f) The measurement of gap current revealed microdischarges

which were sometimes associated with a detector "noise"

response. These microdischarges were seen with arid without

microparticle production.

A Marx generator has been constructed and is currently being used

to excite the vacuum gap. The Marx is capable of producinq pulses

up to 150 kV with durations between 10 us and 50 ms. A typical Marx

generator output is shown in Figure 3.46.

Preliminary data have been obtained using the Marx generator.

These data are shown in Figure 3.47. The top trace is the uncrowbared

voltage excitation and the lower trace is the amplifier output. The

detector output is seen to increase positively, upon application of the

excitation and to decay towards zero. This initial rise is due to exci-

tation coupling to the amplifier. Attempts are being made to eliminate

this initial rise. What can be interpreted as microparticle signals

I occurs at 4.3 cm on the grid shown. The trace shows three small micro-

i particles followed by a larger microparticle at 5.8 cm. Additional, small

microparticles are seen at 5.6 cm and 7.7 cm. A microdischarge occurs

at 7.8 cm. The data shown in Figure 3.47 is preliminary but does indicate

the presence of microparticles for the Marx excited vacuum gap. It should,

however, be added that noise problems still exist and that the data or

Figure 3.47 is among the best yet obtained.

5+
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Data similar to that shown in Figure 3.47 have been obtained for

crowbared'Marx outputs. Noise, however, continues to be a major problem,

especially at the time of Marx output termination (see Figure 3.46).

Grdundinoa and shielding are being improved to reduce the induced transient

noise levels.
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Horiz Scale - 2 ms/cm

Vert Scale - 50 KV/cm

VCH - 35 kV/stage

Delay - llims

Figure 3.46. Marx Generator Output.
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Marx output voltage
60 kV/cm

Detector output 5 V/cm

Horizontal scale
5 ms/cm

Figure 3.47. Marx Generator and Microparticle
Detector Output.
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CHAP7,TR4

S U MM ARY A IO SU G G EST7ED F U 7U RE 0 R;K

I Iicroparticles generated in a vacuum gap by positive and nega-

/ie Pul sad voltages iiave been detected a.nd :haracterized asino a tech-

nique based on the principle of electrostatic charge induction. yi

calcharce sensitivity for the detector is =1- .

ix "Ie detector response to 3 particle o-F a alvel oolarity 'ias

zeen :eterI~e by dropping charced 2 --n lead b4al is through tne je-

t-cti4on system. The detector response to these balls hlad the correct

,.olarity. Positively charged balls gave rise to negative signals, anda the reverse was true "or negatively charged balls. T"he detector re-

spcnse had the expected share as shown in Fig. 2.51b'- Additionally,

tne ball velocities were f'ound to be in agreement with, calculated values.

3 The detecrtor response to charged zinc particles of radiit between

I --,, and 5 -.m has bJeen determined. "Square" micrloparticle signals have

been obtained for positive and negative excitations. The charie and

3 velocity ranges determined from these signals are .O2pC to .2pC and

1:0 i/s to 70 -/s- Tast risetime, exponentially decaying signals, microdis-

tcharge noi se ,esoonses, have been observed together with the inicro-

Particles. These resoonses have oeen shown not to be detector -esoonses

to microparticles. These signals ,er postulated to bea associated with

gao microdischarge activity. in somre cases the appearance of the noise

responses corresponds to the timre at wnich the charged particles .-iere re-

Imoved from '.,e upper electrode. The detector response to overvoltages
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has been determined. Microparticles were produced before and after noise

responses which in turn occurred prior to, simultaneously with, and after

partial gap voltage collapse. Sufficient data have not been acquired to

permit correlation.

Naturally occurring microparticles have been generated from stain-

less steel electrodes subjected to positive and negative 16 ms pulsed

excitations. Positive and negative microparticles have been produced for

voltages between 16 kU and >100 kV for a 5mm and a l0mm gap, for the exper-

imental conditions described. Typical values of charge ,velocity, and

radius for these microparticles lie between >2.9pC and 9.6 x 10 15C,

lOm/s and =400 m/s, and > lOum and = 1.2 um. The number of micro-

particles increased after roughening the electrode surface. This implies

that the surface condition does play a role in microparticle production.

Positive microparticles are easier to produce than negative microparticles.
138

This is consistent with the observations of Griffith, et al. Breakdown

occurred for negative excitations at lower voltages, before substantial

particle productions occurred. Most positive microparticles were produced

for voltages exceeding 100 kV.

Simultaneous gap voltage, current,and microparticle data have been

produced to determine the correlation between the microparticles and gap

breakdown. Microparticles have been observed which cause or are caused

by microdischarges in the gap. However, present data imply that the break-

down and microparticle production mechanisms are somewhat random. This

further implies that substantial data must be taken and statistically

analyzed.

A Marx generator, capable of producing 150 kV pulses of variable

duration, has been constructed and is currently being used to excite the

vacuum gap. The Marx works well, however, noise, induced by the high Marx

O I
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generator currents, preclude the acquisition of interpretable data.

2rounded and shielding are being improved to reduce the transient noise.

5 Work completed and reported here has developed techniques for

measuring microparticle activity in a vacuum gap. Techniques have also

been developed for measuring discharge current and gap voltage simultaneously

with microparticle activity. Preliminary data have been obtained which

show that microparticles are present in vacuum gaps and are related to

vacuum breakdown. The observed microparticle characteristics have been

determined.

Future tasks should concentrate on the extension of the present

work to short duration excitation pulses of lenath between 100 us and

5 ms with voltage magnitudes up to 300 kV. It is believed these exci-

tations will facilitate the production of microparticles and allow for a

temporal study of their evolution. Additional parameters which may dffect

either the generation of microparticles or their role in vacuum breakdown

need to be investigated. These parameters include: gap spacing, electrode

surface condition, and pressure. The sensitivity of detection of micro-

particles must be improved or a radically new scheme developed so as to

determine the role, if any, of sub-micron sized particles in vacuum break-

down. The results of these future investigations should form a basis for

determining the role of microparticles in high voltage vacuum gap break-

down.

p.
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Apoendix A

High Voltage Source Trigger Circuit

-he circuit used to trigger the hign voltage ac source is seen

in Figure 1. The solid state switch is closed by a positive low

voltage pulse. The vol.tage-setting variable transformer has a 2000:1

turns ratio. S1 is a double-pole, double-throw switch wired so as to

allow either oower supoly operation or voltage setting. The circuit

breaker, main switch, solid state switch, the OPOT switch, and the

variable transformer are contained within a control box. The main

switch pilot light, and the voltage settina meter are mounted on the

control box front.
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Appendix 3

,4icrocarticle etection Sys-:em

The seccnd section of n.he poendix contain-, additional photographs

of Portions of the icroparticle detection system.

Figure 2 shcws the high voltage connection cup, and one of the vacuum

feedthroughs used for the electrical connection between the first and

second amplifier stages. The feedthrough was manufactured by replacing

t',e oore of t .e conductor of a high current feedthrough with a glass

-.ze through which tvo 0.0,10" diameter tungsten wi res were passed. The

bo- n as tnen sealed using a vacuum epoxy.

-i;ure 3 shows one of the guard cylinders and the Delrin ring

,.,n'cn suoports this ring within the- inner floating shield (cylinder).

Figure 4 is a view of the floating inner shield. Each Delrin ring

is ',eld in place by 3 positioning screws. The circumference of the

inner shield is vertically calibrated to ease determination of guard

and detecting cylinder separation.

Figure 3 shcws the mounting support for the microparticle detector.

Also shown is the collector electrode which is mounted beneath the guard

and detecting cylinders. The collector support is screwed into the base

of the microparticle detector. Barely visible above the detector base

plate is the inner shield insulating ring.

Figure 6 shows the inner floating shield mounted atop the detector

base and mounting support.

Figure 7 shows the outer ground cylinder which surrounds the inner

shielding cylinder. The first stage electronics are mounted on the

interior of the outer cylinder, and the test gap assembly (Figure 2.2)

is placed on too of the outer cylinder. ,hen currents are measured, a

thin Ielrin ring separates the outer cylinder from the lower electrode
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Fig. 3 Guard Cylinder and Mounting Deirin Ring.

I4
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Ii

Fig. 4 Floating Inner Shielding Cylinder.
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PlIate.

Figure_ 8 shows the total detector assermly. :n this case t-e Delin

Iring separating the lower aleczrode and outer cylinder is not shown.

igure ; shcws the IFirst stage alectrcnics copper enclosure and its

Celriri mount. Connection 0 is the first stage input from the detecting

-cyl inder. Connection C bootstraos the detector cyli-nder to inner shield

capacitance. Thne tllack lead is for the single Point ground connection,

and the two twisted pair cables provide an input to the second stage and

;:ower to. tne f -irst stage op-amp. Although not shown in this photograph,

the outer braid of these cables are clamped to the enclosure to ensure

shielding continuity.
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Fig. 8 Total Detector and Vacuum Gap Assembly.
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Aopendix C

Tnaloc :isetime Measurements

.. e f.f-ct of grounded cr ;,"rzunded cuard cylinders on The rise

ana -all time of the detector reszonse cculd not be conclusively deter-

mined by tne charged lead ball or the artificial zinc micrcparticie

data. Analog measurements have therefore been conducted to determine

their effect.

'esist ive analogs can be used to measure fields arising frcm various

soa-ial Iharge distributions. Tt can be shcwn that measured currents,

;i :e conductive medijm, are analgous to electric fields in dielectric

.ecium. 'milarly, he analog for a cnarge distribution is a current

Si stri,uzi-n. The fieiks arising in a dielectric medium due to a given

crarce distribution can, therefore, be modelled by using a conductive

(resistive) medium and a given current source distribution.

The risetime analog of the aicroparticle system has been constructed

using resistive paper. The general layout is shown in Figure 10. The

arrangement consists of resistive caper, onto which various electrodes

and shields have been ainted using conductive paint. The simulating

arrangement includes the detector cylinder, No guard cylinders, an inner

shield, and an outer shield. All dimensions have been selected such that

the relative size and locations of the analog conoonents are the same as
in the actual detector system arrangement. All of the componenets

sncwn can be grounded or can float. .ires are used to connect the No

detector, guard cylinders, and inner shield sections together to simulate

cylindical comoonents.

The analog measurements have been conducted by exciting the arrange-

ment of =igure l0 using a constant current source and a moveable probe.

The probe is placed at the desired location and simulates the charged
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microparticle. The potential on the detector cylinder is measured using

a voltmeter.

The measured detector cylinder pdtential, as a function of excita-

tion Probe location, is shcwn in 'igure 11, in normalized form.

Measurements were made with seven different configurations. The

configurations and the resulting seven curves are shown in Figure 11 and

are described as follows. Measurements were made with:

(1) grounded outer shield, no guard cylinder, and no inner shield.

The results are shown as curve 1. It can be seen that the

response increases very slowly as the source probe approaches

the detector cylinder.

12) grounded outer shield, only one floating guard cylinder (on the

excitation probe side of the detector cylinder), no floating

inner shield. The results are shown by curve 2. This response

is also seen to increase slowly.

(3) grounded outer shield, two floating guard cylinders, floating

inner shield. These rasults are shown by curve 3. The

response again increases slowly. This configuration is most

relevant to simulation of the microparticle detector arrange-

ment with ungrounded guard rings.

(4) grounded outer shield, one guard cylinder only. (The guard

cylinder is grounded), no inner shield. The results are

shown as curve 4. The response is seen to be smal.l until

the excitation probe begins to exit the grounded guard cylin-

der. The signal -response then quickly increases as the probe

approaches the detector cylinder.

(5) grounded outer shield, one guard cylinder (grounded), floating
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inner shield. The results are shown as curve 5 and are essen-

tially the same as cbtaired in (4).

'5) grounded outer shield, two grounded guard cylinders, floating

inner shield. The resqlts are shown as curve 6.

Again the response is small until the probe exits the guard

cylinder. The response then quickly increases. This arrange-

ment is most closely analogous to the actual experimental

arrangement, which consists of vwo grounded guard cylinders.

Comparison of curves 6 and 3, produced with grounded and

ungrounded guard cylinders, shows that the grounded guard

cylinders shield the detector cylinder from the probe and

effectively "sharpen" the response. This implies that grounded

guard cylinders should reduce the risetime and facilitate

the production of "square shaped" microparticle signals.

An addition curve, curve 7, is also shown. The conditions for this

curve are the same as for 6, with one exception. The data of 1-6 were

obtained with a simulated guard cylinder, to detector cylinder, spacing

of 5 mm. The data of 7 were obtained with a simulated distance of I mm.

he results of 6 and 7 are seen to differ very little. This implies

that the "squareness" of the microparticle response is not strongly

dependent upon this spacing, at least in the range of I mm to 5 mm.

it should be noted that t.'e effect of the "virtually" grounded

inner shield has'not been taken into account. It is presently not

known how to resistively model (using analog paper) the "bootstrapped"

or actively maintained ground. The inner shield has, therefore, remained

floating for the results reported.
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